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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let K be a compact Hausdorff space and C(K) the space of all real or 
complex valued continuous functions on K. Let F(K) be another Banach 
space of continuous functions on K, continuously imbedded into C(K): 
J: F(K) 4 C(K). 
In this paper, we are concerned with the convergence of linear interpolation 
projections in F(K). We will need the following notation: If A is a 
topological space with a topology 5 and A, is a sequence of subsets of A, 
then 
r-LimA,:= (aEA:a=5-lima,,a,EA.). 
Let A, = {t;n)}J’=, c K be a set of distinct points in K. Then the interpolation 
projection p(d,) is a linear continuous operator from F(K) into F(K) such 
that p’(d,) = p(d,) and such that 
v - P(~rJSl IL” = 0, Vf E F(K), dim range p = n. 
Every interpolation projection can be written as 
p(A,)f = x f(t;“)) sjn), sjn) E F(K); qytj”)) = 6,. 
i= 1 
Thus, the sets {sj(t)}&, and A,, characterizes the range and the kernel of 
P(A,). 
The following is the simple consequence of the uniform boundedness prin- 
ciple: 
PROPOSITION 1. The sequence p(A,) converges to the identity in F(K) $7 
II ~(Ati)llr-, uniformly bounded, (1) 
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F-Lim range p(A ,) = F(K). (2) 
This proposition gives us a necessary and sufficient condition for the 
convergence of interpolation projections in terms of their ranges. The depen- 
dence on A, (or equivalently on kerp(A,)) does not enter the proposition 
explicitly. 
One can ask if condition (2) can be replaced by 
K-Lim A,, = K, (3) 
and still have Proposition 1 valid. Unfortunately, this is not in general 
possible. In fact (cf. [ 1 I), if F(K) = C(K), then there exists a sequence of 
projections satisfying (1) and (3) f or which p(A,) ft I (In Section III of this 
paper, we will show that such projections exist in any Banach space.) 
On the other hand, we shall show that suitable strengthening condition (1) 
in Proposition 1 produces the desired result! First, it is easy to see that if 
J: F(K) 4 C(K) is compact, then (1) and (3) imply 
IV - ~(AJfllc + 0, Vf E C(K). (4) 
If, in addition, F is dense in C and if the norms ]( p(An)lj,,,. are uniformly 
bounded. then 
IV - ~(AJfllc -+ 0, Vf E C(K). 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that the compactness of J is not 
only sufftcient but also necessary for (4). Thus, the convergence properties of 
interpolation projections characterize the Banach spaces F(K). This in turn 
leads to the characterization of all compactly imbedded pairs of Banach 
spaces X4 Y. 
Throughout this paper, we will assume that there exists at least one 
sequence of projections p(A,) with properties (1) and (3). We also assume 
the existence of M > 0 such that for every t E K, there exists .f E F(K) with 
fW = 19 IlfllF GM for some t E A,,. 
The last condition is satisfied if, for example, 
1 E F(K). 
Remark. The motivation of this paper came from studying spline- 
interpolation projections defined by means of the minimal norm property. In 
this case, one does not know the range of the projections and therefore the 
uniform boundedness does not a priori imply the convergence. Theorem 2 
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shows that one can blindly conclude the convergence if and only if the 
projections are bounded in a stronger norm. 
II. THE MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM 2. Let A, c K be such that 
K-Lim A, = K, 
and there exists a uniformly bounded sequence of projections p(A,). Then, the 
following are equivalent: 
(a) The embedding J: K(F) 4 C(K) is compact. 
(b) For every uniformly bounded sequence p(A,): 
Ilf - p(An)fllc -, 0, Vj- E F(K). 
Proof: (a) + (b). For each t E K, let t, E A,, with t, + t. Given any 
function f E F(K), we obtain 
f(t) - (p(A,)f) = f(t) - f(t,) + p(A,)f)(tJ - (p(A,)f)(t). 
Clearly, f(t) - f(t,) + 0 since f is continuous. The set of functions (p(A,)f) 
is uniformly bounded in F(K) and thus, it is compact in C(K). By the 
Arzela-Ascoli theorem, the set { p(A,)f } is equicontinuous, and therefore 
(p(A,)f )(t) - (p(AJf )(t,) + 0. 
Thus, p(A,)f converges to f pointwise. 
Using the compactness argument one more time, we obtain a convergent 
subsequence 
p(A,)f, nEN,cfV. 
The lim p(A,)f must coincide with the pointwise limit of p(A,)f which is the 
function f itself. Thus, the sequence p(A,)f has a unique cluster point, and 
hence, we have the desired conclusion 
Ilf - ~(An)fllc +0, Vf E F(K). 
(b) + (a). Without loss of generality, we assume that 1 E F(K). Given a 
uniformly bounded sequence of projections, 
p(A,)f := 5 f (t;“)) sjn), 
j=1 
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we can assume that 1 E range p(d,), Vn. Indeed if this were not true, we 
could introduce a new projection 
where u,= 1 --Cyz2sj . (n) Since uJ$“)) = 6, ;, (5) defines an interpolation 
projection with 1 E range p,(d,). The projections 
and 
IIP,(~,>fllF GIIP@,>fllF + Ilfllc[ll 1 IL + IlP(~,)l II,.]. 
Thus, the uniform boundedness of IIp(d,)lJ implies the uniform boundedness 
of II P,(~n)lI. 
Now let E, > 0; E, + 0. Consider the functions z, E F(K) such that 
sup IV- P(~,>fllc = I/z, - P(~n)~AIc + En. 
fcB/F 
Then (since 1 E range &I,)) we can find an, p # 0 such that the sequence of 
functions 
gn=anl +Pz, 
is uniformly bounded in the F-norm; g,(tp’) = 1 for some $“’ E A,, and 
P-’ II g, -~P(~Jg”llc = llzn - P@JZnllc. 
Now, we introduce the functions 
f$, = g, - y g#) Sin) 
i#k 
and the projections 
/qdJf:= \’ f(fy) sin) + f(tb”‘) $4, *
,Tk 
Since $,(t!“‘) = Sjk, the operators p(d,) define interpolation projections. 
Similar to what was done with the functions un, we consider 
li(‘,)f = !@,,)f + f(f:‘)[$k - $$1 
= P@,)f + .m:“‘>l g” - P@J g, I. 
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The uniform boundedness of [l&l,& and I/ g,(lr.. implies the uniform boun- 
dedness of the norms IIp^(d,)ll. H ence, by the assumption of Theorem 2, 
llP(~nv-fllc+0~ Vf EF, 
IIm/?lf-.#-ll,~0~ VfEF; 
and consequently 
II P@Jf - Lw,Vllc -+ 03 VfEF. 
On the other hand. 
p(d,)l - p^(d,,)l = SF) - 4” = y s,(p) s,y - g, = P@,) g, - g,,. 
And so 
II P@“) gn - g, llc + 0. 
By the choice of g,, this convergence is equivalent to 
sup IIPkf,)S-ffll,~+0. (6) 
fER, 
Now we can view the operators &I,,) and the imbedding f as operators from 
F(K) into C(K). Then (6) means 
II P(~,) - JlIF4 * 0. 
But p(d,) are finite rank operators and hence the operator J must be 
compact. Thus (b) + (a). 1 
III. ARBITRARY BANACH SPACES 
Let X be an arbitrary Banach space, and let K = B,, be a unit ball of the 
dual space equipped with the weak star topology. Then the Banach space X 
could be considered as a subspace of C(K). The natural imbedding 
J: X 4 C(K) 
is certainly continuous but never compact. 
Every finite rank projection in X has a form 
i- 1 
where .s!“) E X I!“’ E B 5 xe. So, p, can be interpreted as p(d,) with 
d, = ( /jnj \ y- , c K. ‘An immediate coral-lary of Theorem 2 is: 
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PROPOSITION 3. For a given sequence {fj!“‘}j”=, c B,. such that w* - 
Lim { fj”’ }j”= , ZJ B,, , either there is no uniformly bounded sequence of 
projections p(A,), or there exists a uniformly bounded sequence of projections 
p(A,) which does not converge to the identity operator pointwise. 
In particular, if X is a Hilbert space then the second alternative takes 
place. 
Let Y be another Banach space continuously imbedded into X. 
THEOREM 4. The imbedding Y 4 X is compact iff every Y-untformly 
bounded sequence of projections of the form 
pUy = ; ($“), y) s.jn) with fin’ E B,,. and 
X-W* - Lim(l~"'}~=, = B,V.. 
converges to the identity in the X norm. 
Proof. It is sufficient to observe that since 
Y 4 X 4 C(B,,), 
then Y c% C(B,,) and the result follows from Theorem 2. 1 
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